PRODUCT LITERATURE
In addition to the information in this catalog, your LEESON distributor or local District Sales Office
can provide additional literature, product support or application assistance.

IRONMAN® Cast Iron Worm Gear Reducers
(Catalog 8050)
Newly expanded catalog with comprehensive
information on industrial-duty gear reducers.
Both solid and hollow output shaft designs, in
single or double reduction configurations.
Pages 104-144 in this catalog.

LeCENTRIC™ Inline Gear Reducers
(Catalog 7050)
New line of industrial aluminum gear
reducers with great advantages in terms of
weight and efficiency. Designed for easy
bolt-in replacement of popular brands such
as SEW, Nord, David Brown and others.

Agricultural Motors
(Bulletin 1040)
Motors specifically designed for agricultural
applications, including high-torque Farm
Duty, fan and ventilation motors, poultry
motors and more.
Pages 60-65 in this catalog.

All-Stainless Steel Motors
(Bulletin 1525)
Features detailed information on LEESON’s
two product lines of All-Stainless Steel
Motors–Premium Stainless Steel Duck and
WASHGUARD® SST. Motors that are
designed to withstand the most corrosive
washdown-duty environments in the food
processing, chemical processing and
beverage industries.
Pages 31, 211 and 212 in this catalog.

WASHGUARD®
Washdown-Duty PT Products
(Bulletin 1500)
Detailed information on WASHGUARD,®
WASHGUARD® II and WASHGUARD®
All-Stainless motors, built to withstand
high-pressure washdowns. Also provides
information on WASHGUARD® Inverter Drives
and IRONMAN® Worm Gear Reducers.
Pages 26-31 in this catalog.

Sub-FHP Gearmotors
(Bulletin 1830)
Range of sub-fractional HP AC and
DC Gearmotors is reviewed. Both
right-angle and parallel shaft models,
5 through 1112 in-lbs torque.
Pages 145-156 in this catalog.

AC Inverter Drives
(Bulletin 1400)
Full-feature, compact Inverter Drives in
NEMA 1 and NEMA 4/12 enclosures. “Big
drive” control in extremely small package.
Pages 80-87 in this catalog.

DC Motors & Gearmotors
(Bulletin 1600)
Direct Current Motors and Gearmotors in
both SCR Rated and Low Voltage designs.
IEC (Metric), NEMA or Sub-FHP frames.
Pages 74-79 in this catalog.
Basic Training Manual
An informative 62-page guide to electric
motors including selection, application and
maintenance of industrial electric motors.

Stock Catalog Lite
(Bulletin 1055)
A listing of the various products LEESON
carries with brief technical references.
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Renewal Parts (Bulletin 1054)
Ordering information for the most popular
stock motor renewal parts.

